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Narrowband switchable dual-passband atomic filter with
four-wave mixing optical amplification
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By using Faraday optical filter combined with four-wave mixing (FWM) amplifier, a narrow bandwidth
optical amplifying atomic filter with switchable dual-passband is demonstrated experimentally. The two
transmission peaks of the filter correspond to the Stokes and anti-Stokes frequencies, exhibiting a Raman
gain in 13- and 17-fold, respectively, with bandwidth of ∼120 MHz. By properly setting pump laser
detuning, switching between filter passbands is realized. We also investigate the dependence of peak
transmission on both pump laser intensity and Rb cell temperature. This atomic filter can find practical
applications in long-distance laser communications and laser remote-sensing systems.
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Narrow bandwidth optical filters with high noise re-
jection have been used in many optical applications,
such as laser communications[1], lidar systems[2], and
free space quantum key distribution (QKD)[3]. Several
approaches have been utilized to obtain narrowband op-
tical filters, such as stimulated Brillouin scattering in
optical fibers[4,5], optical cavities, and atomic optical
filters[6,7]. It has long been recognized that atomic
optical filters can be classified as effective narrow-
band filters, given their characteristics of high trans-
mission, ultra-high background rejection, and wide
field of view. Atomic filters can be produced utiliz-
ing polarization rotation caused by anisotropy of the
medium, which can be induced either by external mag-
netic field (magneto-optical effect) or by polarization-
selective optical pumping[8]. However, the low-peak
transmission of existing laser-pumped atomic filters
(typical transmission efficiency of 10.5% in Ref. [8])
has restricted practical applications. This gap has moti-
vated us to design an atomic filter that can be used at
weak signal levels or in degenerative environments. Shan
et al. proposed and realized an ultra-narrow bandwidth
Raman-amplified atomic filter, by which a single pass-
band can experience optical gain while maintaining high
background rejection[9].

In this letter, the realization of a dual-passband atomic
dispersion optical filter with optical amplification using a
four-wave mixing (FWM) amplifier in hot Rubidium va-
por has been presented. The two passbands of the filter
correspond to the Stokes and anti-Stokes components.
We demonstrate that switching between filter passbands
can be realized by properly setting pump detuning. The
dependence of peak transmission on pump intensity and
temperature is also explored.

The applications of FWM in a double-Λ system as a
phase-insensitive amplifier have been described in Refs.
[10,11]. To understand the mechanism of the optical

amplification process, a three-level Λ system in 85Rb is
considered (Fig. 1). A signal laser of frequency ωs in-
teractes with atoms in state |1〉(5S1/2, F=2), and pump
laser with frequency ωp couples the hyperfine ground
state |2〉(5S1/2, F=3) and the Doppler-broadened un-
resolved excited state |3〉(5P3/2). The pump laser cre-
ates a population difference between states |1〉 and |2〉.
Meanwhile, a strong coherence between states |1〉 and
|2〉 is introduced through the pump laser by interact-
ing with the |2〉→ |3〉 transition. In combining the two
processes, signal light demonstrates Raman gain after
satisfying the two-photon resonant (δ = 0) with pump
laser frequency[12]. In the case of pump laser blue detun-
ing from |2〉(5S1/2, F=3)→|3〉(5P3/2) resonance (Fig. 1),
the frequency of the signal laser is matched to the anti-
Stokes component. For the pump laser operating at the
|1〉→ |3〉 transition, another Raman sideband is gener-
ated through the FWM process, and the signal light
and conjugate component are jointly amplified. It has
been proven that FWM in such systems could generate
squeezing; this makes them useful in quantum informa-
tion protocols when used as low-noise amplifiers[13]. In
the present work, we superimpose a FWM amplifier and
a Faraday anomalous dispersive optical filter (FADOF)
to produce a narrowband dual-passband optical ampli-
fying atomic filter with high noise rejection ratio.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. Rb cell
1 (length: 100 mm; diameter: 25 mm) was used as
FWM amplifier. The signal light obtained an optical
gain. Rb cell 2 (length: 40 mm; diameter: 25 mm), two
crossed Glan-Thompson prisms, and a constant mag-
netic field along the cell constituted the FADOF. Rb cell
3 (length: 100 mm; diameter: 25 mm) was utilized to
monitor the absorption spectra of Rb atoms. An exter-
nal cavity diodes laser (Toptica DL100) at wavelength
of 780 nm was used as signal laser. The intense pump
laser was generated by an actively stabilized Ti:sapphire
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Fig. 1. Energy level diagram of 85Rb three-level Λ system.
∆p and ∆s denote single photon detuning of the pump and
signal lasers, respectively. δ = ∆s − ∆p denotes two-photon
detuning.

Fig. 2. Schematic of the experimental setup. HWP: half-
wave plate; PBS: polarizing cube beam splitter; GT: Glan-
Thompson prism; ND: neutral-density filter; AP: aperture;
BK: beam blocker; M: 45◦ full-reflection mirror; PD: photo-
diodes detector.

ring laser (Coherent 899-21) with output power of up
to ∼1000 mW. To ensure good spatial overlap with the
pump laser, an anamorphic prism pair was utilized to
reshape the profile of the signal laser, as well as to ob-
tain a beam diameter of 1 mm. Meanwhile, the pump
laser beam, whose polarization was orthogonal to the
signal laser, was with a diameter of 3 mm. Two laser
beams nearly co-propagated through the Rb cell 1 with
an overlapped angle of about 2 µrad. In order to pre-
cisely control the atomic vapor density, Rb cell 1 was
wrapped in heat coils and placed in a chamber made of
Teflon. The signal and pump laser beams were separated
using another polarization cube beam splitter (PBS2)
at the cell exit. The residual pump laser transmitting
through PBS2, resulting from the finite extinction ra-
tios of imperfect PBS and self-induced rotation, was
rejected by an aperture. Rb cell 2 was placed between
two crossed Glan-Thompson prisms (extinction ratios of
105:1) and was temperature-stabilized at 369 K. A con-
stant magnetic field of ∼0.017 T was applied parallel to
the direction of laser propagation. Transmitted spectra

were detected using a photodiode detector (Hamamatsu
S5821-03). The output was recorded by a digital oscillo-
scope (Tektronics 2014B).

We explore the FWM optical amplification of sig-
nal light in Rb cell 1. In Fig. 3, curve (a) shows the
four absorption peaks of D2 transitions of natural Rb
at room temperature; curve (b) presents the trans-
mitted spectra recorded with both signal and pump
lasers. The operation temperature of the Rb cell 1
was stabilized at 365 K. The pump laser was blue-
detuned from the 85Rb 5S1/2(F=3) → 5P3/2 (F′=2,
3, 4) transition by ∆p= 4.62 GHz and the signal
laser scanned across the Rb 5S1/2 → 5P3/2transition.
At the signal laser detuning ∆s ≈ ∆p= 4.62 GHz,
a gain peak with ∼25% amplification of the signal is
observed, corresponding to the anti-Stokes frequency. A
down-converted Raman sideband located at 1.58-GHz
blue shift from the 85Rb 5S1/2(F=3) → 5P3/2 (F′=2,
3, 4) transition is also observed, matching the Stokes
frequency.

Figure 4 shows the transmission spectra of a conven-
tional FADOF in the absence of a pump laser for Rb
cell 2 at 369 K and magnetic field of ∼0.017 T along
the optical path. Incident signal laser intensity was 2.32
mW/cm2. Two transmission peaks locate at −5.6 and
8.7 GHz from the 85Rb 5S1/2(F=3) → 5P3/2(F′=2, 3, 4)
transitions are observed. The bandwidth of the filter is
∼2 GHz.

When the pump laser was set on, the peak transmis-
sion of the filter was enhanced greatly. As illustrated
in Fig. 5, the intensities of the signal and pump lasers
are 0.58 mW/cm2 and 6.64 W/cm2, respectively. Figure
5(a) shows an amplified transmission peak with ∼13-fold
increase compared with the conventional FADOF when
the frequency of the pump laser is red-detuned to 4.93
GHz from the 85Rb 5S1/2(F=2) → 5P3/2(F′=1, 2, 3)
transition. Meanwhile, Fig. 5(b) shows that at the same
pump intensity, but when the pump laser is blue-detuned
to 5.29 GHz from the 85Rb 5S1/2(F=3) → 5P3/2(F′=2,
3, 4) transition, an amplified transmission peak with
∼17-fold increase can be observed. The generated anti-
Stokes photons in Fig. 5(a) and Stokes photons in Fig.
5(b) are rejected by two crossed polarizers because their
frequencies are beyond the filter passbands. The full-
width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the transmission

Fig. 3. (a) Signal laser absorption spectra without the pump
laser; (b) transmitted signal gain spectra versus signal laser
detuning from the 85Rb 5S1/2(F=2) → 5P3/2(F

′=1, 2, 3)

transition. The pump laser is blue-detuned from the 85Rb
5S1/2(F=3) → 5P3/2(F

′=2, 3, 4) transition by ∆p= 4.62 GHz.
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Fig. 4. Transmission spectra of conventional FADOF without
pump laser. The magnetic field along the cell is ∼0.017 T.
The operation temperature of the cell is maintained at 369 K.

Fig. 5. Transmission spectra of optical amplifying atomic
filter versus signal laser detuning from 85Rb: 5S1/2(F=3) →
5P3/2(F

′= 2, 3, 4) transition. (a) Pump laser is red-detuned

from the 85Rb: 5S1/2(F=2) → 5P3/2(F
′=1, 2, 3) transition

by ∆= −4.93 GHz; (b) Pump laser is blue-detuned from the
85Rb: 5S1/2(F=3) →5P3/2(F

′=2, 3, 4) transition by ∆p=
5.29 GHz.

peak is about 120 MHz, which is below the Doppler
linewidth and much narrower than that of conventional
FADOF.

The transmission peak corresponding to the anti-
Stokes frequency was studied explicitly. Figure 6 shows
the dependence of peak transmission on pump laser
intensity and the two Rb cells work at 364 and 372
K, respectively. Signal laser intensity remains at 0.32
mW/cm2. Peak transmission increases rapidly as the
pump intensity increases and until it exceeds a certain
level. Then, the rate of the increment slows down with
further increases in pump intensity, an indication of a
saturated pump laser.

Fig. 6. Peak transmission of the optical amplifying atomic
filter as a function of pump laser intensity. The solid line
corresponds to the best fit of measured points.

Fig. 7. Dependence of peak transmission on Rb cell 1 tem-
perature. The pump laser is blue-detuned from the 85Rb
5S1/2(F=3)→5P3/2(F

′= 2, 3, 4) transition by ∆p= 5.29 GHz.
The solid line is added for visual aid.

The influence of Rb cell 1 temperature on peak trans-
mission is presented in Fig. 7, with the pump laser inten-
sity maintained at 4.31 W/cm2. The temperature of Rb
cell 2 was maintained at 372 K to generate a rubidium
atomic density of ∼1012/cm3. As shown in Fig. 7, if cell
temperature is below 355 K, no significant amplification
in the transmitted signal laser can be observed, given
its relatively low atomic intensity. The peak transmis-
sion of the filter increases as temperature increases; it
reaches maximum value when temperature is ∼367 K.
Thereafter, peak transmission decreases with increments
in cell temperature. The phenomena can be interpreted
as follows: when cell temperature is above 367 K, the
atomic media becomes optically thick for the pump laser.
Then, the increased atomic density leads to thermal-
ization and energy-pooling effects[14], which cause the
pump laser to suffer from strong loss. Consequently,
the efficiency of the optical amplification is greatly sup-
pressed.

In conclusion, we experimentally realize an ultra-
narrow bandwidth dual-passband atomic filter with
FWM optical amplification. Two passbands are obtained
with typical optical gain factors of ∼13 and ∼17, re-
spectively. Switching between filter passbands is real-
ized by adjusting the pump detuning. Compared with
other atomic filters, the filter presented in this letter
has higher peak transmission (>100%) while attaining a
narrower bandwidth of ∼120 MHz, subsequently allow-
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ing higher background noise rejection. Such narrowband
dual-passband atomic filter is essential for lidar systems
applied in remote atmospheric wind measurements[15],
where backscatter signals from aerosols and atmospheric
molecules are usually very weak. With optimization of
parameters (temperature, magnetic field intensity, and
vapor cell length), this atomic filter can also find practi-
cal applications in long-distance laser communications,
where loss is severe and signal-to-noise ratio is poor.
The results presented can also be extended to other al-
kali atomic vapors in order to satisfy the requirements of
different wavelengths.
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